Product Suite: NGI’s Mexico Gas Price Index

The leading independent natural gas Price Reporting Agency for Mexico, NGI’s Mexico Gas Price Index is a daily news and pricing information service trusted by active market participants on both sides of the border.

Why Subscribe:

• Daily, monthly (Bidweek) and forward natural gas prices at 40+ locations within Mexico and along the border
• Market analysis and on-the-ground news coverage of key events impacting Mexican supply/demand fundamentals
• Daily U.S. natural gas pipeline exports into Mexico, as well as weekly natural gas capacity utilization rates on pipelines throughout Mexico
• Regular interviews with Mexico natural gas subject matter experts

How to Access:

• NGI Data Services REST API - Historical Mexico cost-plus-transport pricing in $US and MXP
• Automatic Data Sync to Excel
• Web tools for accessing datafeed & historical data
• NGI Delivery Platform Partners

Learn More:

Datafeed Sample  Request Trial  Historical Sample
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